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     From All the Gay Saints 
 
      The truth is, as I sleep, everything directly above  
     my heart will be cauterized. 
 
      Facts are difficult 
     if you are able to recognize them 
  
       as fact. And I am scared  
        of my partner 

       being faced with my blood  
        because I love them. 
 
         When we talk of the future, my future chest is as flat  
        as our future backyard. We plant 
 
       a lemon tree and it grows  
        even in winter. 
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All the Gay Saints has a lexicon all its own, one that reveals a devastating and beautiful 
geography of the body and its futurity. In lines such as, "Asperitas / is the wave that 
rises before the end / of something that looks most / like the world.." we are offered 
a new world, or at least the promise of its possibility. In this still-forming world, the 
body, in all its triumphs and losses, strangenesses and normalcies, in all the yet to be 
discovered and joyful states of neither, is fully present and visible. The emotional 
landscape of this process is reiterated as the natural world, as land, atmosphere, touch. 
"Queer, what you have in your hair is all down feathers, dandelion stems, and / the 
ways in which you’ve saved me. When we take new names, we give each / other 
permission." The new names in this book are ones you'll want to read aloud. 

—Natalie Diaz, author of When my Brother was an Aztec 
 
What a pleasure to come to this book, populated by clouds and ATVs, and set between 
legs. Like paintings by Hernan Bas that inspire many of the poems, Candrilli offers a 
rural town recognizable and unreal, all bodies of cattail and blood—a queer place where 
the poet has “built a flower / bed from a bruised / trachea.” This is where badass 
sissies rise out of smoke and nuclear waste, loving and loved with beauty that makes 
them tough. Candrilli sings of that tough beauty. Listen, and we can learn from such a 
song, and from its lasting joy. 

—T Clutch Fleischmann, author of Syzygy, Beauty: An Essay 
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